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Introduction
Lithgow City Council has actively participated in the Fit for the Future
(FFTF) program. Initially, Council was assessed against the financial
sustainability criteria and associated benchmarks and was found to be
‘not fit’.
In July 2016 Council submitted a reassessment proposal for assessment
and was found to be ‘not fit’. On 6th Dec 2016 Council was issued with a
proposed Performance Improvement Order (PIO), with 18 days to make a
submission.
Morrison Low has been engaged to prepare a report and submission in
response to the proposed PIO. We have worked closely with staff to
ensure there is a thorough understanding of Council’s circumstances.
The report deals with the requirements of the proposed PIO, a review of
Councils key strategic and financial documents, develops a range of FFTF
solutions (including a base LTFP financial model), responds specifically to
each of the Minister reasons and includes a Draft Performance
Improvement Plan.
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PROPOSED PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT ORDER
© Morrison Low

Assessment Requirements
In our view, Council will need to clearly demonstrate to the Office
of Local Government (OLG) the need for further time to action
and/or implement changes and improvements to satisfy the
proposed PIO.
The intention to issue a Performance Improvement Order is issued
under section 438C of the Local Government Act with
consideration of 413D of the Local Government (General)
Regulation 2005 in particular the criteria of the following clauses:
(a) whether the council concerned has failed to comply with its
legislative responsibilities, standards or guidelines
(b) whether there are significant risks facing the council that are
not being addressed.
Attached as appendix A and B are the notices from the Minister of
Local Government.
© Morrison Low

Minister’s Reasons
Following are the specific reasons why the minister has issued the proposed PIO;
1. Failure by Council to follow the principles of sound financial management (set out in
Chapter 3 section 8B of the Act) with respect to ensuring that Council’s forecast spending
is responsible and sustainable, aligning general revenue and expenses.
2. Council has reported annual deficits in its financial statements over the past 5 years and
its LTFP for the next ten years forecasts the deficit increasing.
3. The Council does not have a documented strategy to meet its forecast operating
performance ratio necessary to ensure its long term financial sustainability which does
not involve seeking approval for rate increases.
4. IPART has determined that Council is ‘not fit’ following the Local Government Fit for the
Future process. The further material provided by Council to the Office does not provide
substantive evidence of strategies implemented since the IPART review to move Council
towards long term financial sustainability.
5. The OLG has assessed the Council’s further submission against the IPART criteria and has
determined that Council remains ‘not fit’. The reassessment process has identified that
the financial sustainability ratios forecast in Council’s FFTF reassessment submission
(General Fund) do not align with the ratios forecast in Councils LTFP (Consolidated Fund).
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Required Actions
Council is required to undertake the following actions in order to satisfy the obligations of the
proposed PIO.
1. Council must develop a Performance Improvement Plan that contains financial modelling and
strategies which demonstrate:
(a)

how council will achieve the five year forecast Operating Performance Ratio (OPR) set
out in its reassessment proposal dated July 2016
(b) how council will achieve the five year forecast Building Infrastructure Renewal Ratio
(BIRR) set out in its reassessment proposal dated July 2016
(c) how special Rate Variation proposed in the reassessment proposal will enable Council to
meet its forecast OPR and BIRR
(d) council’s timeframe for the preparation and submission of the SRV application identified
in its reassessment proposal dated July 2106
(e) an alternative strategy to meet the forecast OPR and BIRR benchmarks included in the
reassessment proposal should the SRV not be approved.
2. The Performance Improvement Plan must:
(a)

specify the steps Council will take to implement the strategies identified in the
Performance Improvement Plan
(b) identify the person/s responsible for implementing each step/strategy.
3. If the Performance Improvement Plan is satisfactory to the Minister, the Council is to adopt
the plan and commence its implementation.
© Morrison Low

Initial Review
Having reviewed the proposed PIO, Council’s reassessment proposal and
supplementary information, it appears to us that:
• The OLG has lost confidence in Council’s financial management
practices.
• The reassessment proposal does not show a clear pathway to
financial sustainability for Council.
• There are few documented improvement strategies that are
supported by evidence.
• This is a very heavy reliance on a successful SRV to achieve the
forecast operating performance ratio.
• Council has not documented any improvement actions since the
original IPART FFTF assessment.
• There is a pressing need to develop consistent and aligned financial
and asset information to demonstrate that Council can become
financially sustainable.
• A robust and realistic solution for appropriate consideration by the
community and Council requires time.
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COUNCIL’S INITIAL RESPONSE
© Morrison Low

Immediate Action
We have undertaken a review of the proposed PIO, the Reassessment Proposal, the LTFP upon which this
was based, 2015/16 Financial Statements, Asset Management Plan and other related documents. In our
view the immediate requirements were to reassess the baseline to obtain an accurate position and to
develop a draft Performance Improvement Plan (PIP).
A response period of 18 days was given to develop an initial PIP. A meeting with the Acting General
Manager and key staff was held on 14th Dec 2016 to discuss the initial plan of action to get agreement on
the tasks. The plan sets out the action task, responsibility, timelines and status.
The initial PIP was finalised, endorsed by Council, and presented to the OLG on 15th Dec 2016 with a
subsequent teleconference with OLG staff on 16th Dec 2016. The purpose of this was to ensure that the
OLG was aware that Council is very serious in dealing with the proposed PIP, to advise the extent of
actions required and to be fully informed throughout the process.
The key parts of the initial plan are:
• Review all key documents
• A new baseline LTFP so that the true position is known
• Some initial improvement strategies included in the model
• Submission on the proposed Performance Improvement Order
• Draft Performance Improvement Plan
The Initial Performance Improvement Plan is in the following table.
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Initial Performance Improvement Plan
Lithgow City Council – Proposed Performance Improvement Order (PIO)
Initial Performance Improvement Plan
Task

Responsibility*

Timeline

Status

GM informed Council on Performance Improvement Order

AM

8/12

Completed

Initial discussions with Andrew Muir

DB/GS

9/12

Completed

Provide regular updates to OLG over the next 2 weeks

AM & GS

14/12, 16/12

15/12

Morrison Low talk to OLG

DB

13/12

Completed

Review documents and provide observations/issues/opportunities

DB/GS/SC

•

Performance Improvement Order

GS

Initial – 13/12/16

Completed

•

2015/16 Financial Accounts and previous 3 years

SC

Final – 16/12

•

LTFP

SC

•

Council Reassessment Proposal FFF July 2016

DB

•

Asset Management Plan

SC

•

Community Strategic Plan

GS

Completed

Prepare and meet with Andrew Muir and staff

GS

14/12

Completed

Develop initial Performance Improvement Plan for OLG

GS

15/12

Completed

Approve Initial Performance Improvement Plan

DB/AM

15/12

Completed

Create base LTFP Improvement Financial Model – to ascertain Council’s base
position by 23 Dec 2016

SC/ND

20/12

Completed

Create initial Improvement Strategy Plan with options

GS/LCC

20/12

Completed

Undertake analysis of Financial Sustainability and determine Council’s base
financial position

SC

20/12

Completed

Prepare a Draft Performance Improvement

GS

19/12

Completed

Report, including submission on proposed PIO, and Draft Performance
Improvement Plan to OLG

GS

23/12

Completed – AM has
delegation
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REVIEW OF CURRENT SITUATION
© Morrison Low

Financial Statements, LTFP and Asset
Management Plan
The following are our general observations from a review of the 2015/16 financial statements, the current LTFP and Asset
Management Plan, as they materially affect forecasts in the LTFP.
2015/16 Financial Statements
• Income from user fees and charges was over budget by 10%.
•
•

Operating grants were almost 30% over budget.
Employee costs were about 16% over budget. This was consistently the case in both 2015/16 and 2014/15.

•

The revaluation gains included in the 2015/16 accounts (and the 2014/15 accounts) are much higher than allowed for in the
financial base case.

•

The 2015/16 operating result for before capital grants was a deficit of $4.1m, compared to a $1.3m deficit in the LTFP.

LTFP
• The LTFP should be updated to 2015/16 actuals.
•
•

Calculation of cash balances is confusing and appear incorrect.
There are no estimates for asset renewals expenditure.

• The balance sheet doesn’t balance in 2027.
• No inflation or indexation of grants income.
Asset Management Plan
• There appears to be a significant variation between the asset condition status in the Asset Management Plan and Special Schedule
7 (SS7). For example, footpaths have an average condition rating of 2 (good) in the Asset Management Plan while 100% are rated 5
(Very Poor) in SS7.
•

The Asset Management Plan was adopted in 2012, so a review is warranted to ensure alignment to the Revised LTFP and
Reassessment Proposal.

•

Council will undertake an asset valuation and useful life review.
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Council Reassessment Proposal
There is a range of inconsistent and contradictory information within the document, and the following
are some examples:
• Asset backlog named as a threat (page 13) which is contradicted by the submission (page 18) which
shows a declining backlog.
• The Re-assessment Proposal states ‘Lithgow previously met the criteria set by the NSW government
for it financial sustainability’, however it didn’t. IPART deemed Council ‘not fit’ and the Operating
Performance Ratio, Renewal Ratio and Real Operating Performance Ratio were all below the
benchmarks.
Further inconsistencies occur with the difference between the financial statements of 30 June 2016 and
submission of 27 July 2016 as detailed below:
FFTF Re-assessment
-5.1%
(improvement on last year)

Financial Statements
-9.5%
(down on last year)

Own Source
Revenue

64.9%

56.8%
(under benchmark)

Renewals Ratio

88.5%

55%

Operating
Performance
15/16

The reassessment proposal suggests that the water and sewer funds are operating at break even, yet:
• The Financial Statements show that the water fund had an operating performance ratio of -17.2% in
15/16
─ Water and sewer funds had renewal ratios of 39% and 55% respectively.
− The backlog ratios were 18% and 36% respectively.
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DEVELOPING THE SOLUTION
© Morrison Low

The approach
Council needs to develop a clear pathway that ensures future financial sustainability. The key
issues that need to be addressed in order to achieve FFTF benchmarks are:
• embedding sound financial management practices
• a coherent LTFP, incorporating financial projections with realistic scenarios
• an Improvement Plan with justifiable improvement strategies.
Council must then clearly articulate this in a revised reassessment proposal by annunciating
key themes, using evidence to show the difference between the base case and the
improvement model. Proposed approach should include:
• Develop an Improvement Plan with a range of cost saving, efficiency and service level
review options and model the likely impacts.
• Focus on renewals of existing infrastructure, thereby reducing the infrastructure backlog
until the key ratios are satisfied.
• A concerted effort to reduce organisational costs without affecting service levels.
• Seek community input into the existing services and service levels where opportunity
exists to reduce costs.
• Council to only look to a SRV where all of the above does not achieve a pass against all the
benchmarks.
© Morrison Low

Financial Management
Council has an obligation to have in place sound financial management principles and
practices in accordance with chapter 3, section 8B of the Local Government Act. To ascertain
Council’s current status, a financial management maturity assessment would identify gaps
and provide an improvement roadmap.
Financial management is the system by which the resources of an organisation’s business are
planned, directed, monitored and controlled, to enable the organisation’s goals to be
achieved. A Financial Management Maturity Assessment provides an approach that council
can:
• Determine its financial management requirements according to the nature, complexity
and associated risks of its operations
• Assess its existing financial management capabilities against the criteria that has been
determined.
• Identify any gaps between those criteria and its existing financial management capabilities
and any stretch targets the Council wishes to set. Having identified these gaps, Council can
then prioritise the actions and work toward developing the appropriate level of financial
management capability and maturity.
• Review alignment to the Integrated Planning and Reporting and Fit for Future benchmark
processes.
• Provide an understanding of the financial management categories in a high level
organisational context.
© Morrison Low

Base Case LTFP
The version of the LTFP that was submitted to the Office of Local Government
as part of the Reassessment Proposal has now been amended to establish a
more accurate base LTFP. Some of the key updates include:
• Actual results from 2015/16, and projected 2016/17 budget and 2017/18
budget included.
• Incorporate annual fair value increments for infrastructure assets, and
amend calculation of asset value.
• Balanced net assets and equity equal in the balance sheet.
• Shift projected asset expenditure from ‘new’ to ‘renewal’, based on
discussions with Council that suggested no new asset expenditure is
planned.
• Applied indexation to capital grants (@ 1%) and operating grants (@ 2%).
• Allowance for modest/minimal growth in rateable units based on DPE
projections for growth in number of households during the period.
• Applied 1.5% rate cap for 2017/18.
• Applied inflation to forecast capital expenditure – based on advice that
projections in LTFP were in today’s dollars.
© Morrison Low

LTFP and Improvement Strategies
We have set out below some observations about the new base case scenario (General Fund):
•

The result is that the base case LTFP is slightly worse in operating performance than the one that was submitted . However, we
now have confidence that this projects a realistic situation.

•

The operating result (excluding capital grants and contribution) is consistently a deficit, though this is never more the $2m.

•

There is an increase in accumulate cash reserves, because Council is spending less on renewals than the depreciation charge. This
provides opportunity to further invest in infrastructure renewals which would likely improve the backlog and renewal ratio
performance.

•

There are significant differences in depreciation, employee costs and materials and contracts costs between the submitted LTFP
and the 2016/17 budget. These account for a large amount of the difference in projected performance. The 2016/17 budget
figures are more reflective of the 2015/16 actual results.

•

Similarly the 2016/17 budget has slightly lower revenue forecast than the originally submitted LTFP. The 2016/17 budget also
shows a decrease in the amount of revenue expected from user fees and charges, and capital grants.

•

The 2016/17 budget has a 35% increase in ‘other expenses’ over the 2015/16 actuals. This now needs to be investigated.

There have been over 30 improvement strategies initially identified by Council and Morrison Low. These require further clarification
and evaluation. The improvements, if justified and implemented, will help significantly reduce the deficit and potentially eliminate the
need for a SRV. Some of the 30 are set below:
•

Implement the review outcome of a valuation and depreciation of assets that identified a potential saving of $1.3m in depreciation.

•
•
•
•
•

Review of Fees and Charges to increase recovery of costs in the provision of services.
Review Water and Sewer contributions to General Fund.
Services and facilities review.
Full cost recovery of direct service provision.
Combine depots.
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Revised Reassessment Proposal
It is clear from the analysis of all of the information and the issues raised by the proposed PIO, that despite the
unsustainable financial position there are many opportunities to improve this and Council is in a position to
demonstrate that they can become fit for the future. However, Council requires some time to develop these
actions and implement them. The key findings for inclusion in the revised reassessment proposal are:
•

•
•

•
•

•

A revised and realistic LTFP baseline must be developed as a priority. The current LTFP does not show an
accurate projection of Council’s baseline financial position. Until Council has an accurate understanding of the
baseline it cannot develop scenarios nor sensibly engage with the community.
The 2012 Asset Management Plans must be updated and integrated with the new LTFP.
A realistic improvement plan must be developed, that details the actions which will create financial
sustainability along with timelines as a demonstration of the commitment to making the necessary
improvements.
A Financial Management Maturity Assessment needs to be undertaken to ensure that financial practices
across the organisation are lifted to the standard expected.
An Asset Management Maturity Assessment needs to be undertaken to ensure the links between Assets and
finances are strong. Both processes will lead to the development of improvement programs which need to be
embedded within the organisation.
A comprehensive ongoing monitoring program, beyond the requirements of the proposed PIO, must be put in
place to ensure Council continually improves and sustains the changes implemented.

In submitting the revised reassessment proposal, Council will need to adopt all components of the draft
Performance Improvement Plan to give them the best opportunity.
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SUBMISSION ON THE PROPOSED
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT ORDER
© Morrison Low

Sound financial management
In this section we have detailed what we believe are the key parts to Councils
submission. This includes actions, tasks, outcomes and timeframes.
Council acknowledges that a review of the broader financial management practices of
the Council need to be assessed, particularly ensuring Council’s forecast spending is
responsible and sustainable. To clearly understand the gaps and to demonstrate the
Council’s commitment to having robust, consistent and integrated financial
management governance and practices embedded in the organisation, a Financial
Management Maturity Assessment will be undertaken.
This will entail assessment of Council’s finance governance and leadership, financial
planning and budget methodology, decision making on cost drivers, income streams
and project evaluation, financial monitoring and forecasting and financial performance
reporting.
Council should also undertake an Asset Management Maturity assessment to
determine its current status of Asset Management systems and process and ensure
strong integration of the asset and financial forecasts.
Detailed actions are in the Draft Performance Improvement Plan in the next section.
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Past and forecast deficits
The LTFP that was used as the basis for the Reassessment Proposal under the FFTF process
has been reviewed. Council does not now believe that it projected a realistic view of the
future and recognises that it did not provide for Council to become sustainable.
A new base LTFP has been developed, along with some initial improvement strategies. The
financial analysis undertaken to date indicates that the situation is slightly worse than
before, however with realistic and achievable opportunities to fix that. If implemented,
these changes are likely to achieve the FFTF benchmarks.
With the inclusion of the Council identified actions taken since the original IPART review and
improvement opportunities, early initial modelling of indicative savings suggests that
implementation of these improvements may be sufficient to enable Council to meet most of
the fit for the future benchmarks by 2021. However these savings still require further
evaluation and consideration.
The revised LTFP will incorporate both the proven improvement strategies and savings from
the actions taken since the original IPART review.
Detailed actions are in the Draft Performance Improvement Plan in the next section.
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Document an improvement strategy
Council’s revised LTFP will be based on developing a comprehensive improvement strategy with a range of
improvement actions that will drive a future financially sustainable Council.
The revised LTFP will incorporate a number of scenario’s that will demonstrate adherence to sound financial
management principles in accordance with criteria (a) and (b) of the regulations.
Over 30 improvement strategies have initially been identified through a process of engaging with staff and
Morrison Low’s review. These all require further clarification and evaluation, but the following improvements, if
justified and implemented, will help significantly reduce the deficit and with further improvements, potentially
eliminate the need for an SRV.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement the review outcome of a valuation and depreciation of assets that identified a potential saving of
$1.3m in depreciation
Review of Fees and Charges to increase recovery of costs in the provision of services
Review Water and Sewer contributions to General Fund
Services and facilities review
Implement full cost recovery of direct service provision
Rationalisation of Depots

A comprehensive, costed and integrated Improvement Plan with a range of strategies focused on improving
Council’s financial sustainability with be developed and incorporated into the revised LTFP. This will form the basis
of Council’s reassessment proposal to be submitted in early 2017.
Detailed actions are in the Draft Performance Improvement Plan in the next section.
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Actions taken since the original IPART review
Council recognises that it has failed to clearly demonstrate the actions taken since the original IPART review. It is
critical to evidence any actions and Council will ensure that occurs in the reassessment proposal. In the meantime
Council has identified the following actions, subsequent to the original IPART review, that should make a positive
impact on Council’s operating performance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Litter Bin Collection - Savings achieved through the contracting out of litter bin collections, estimated
savings total $23k pa.
Depreciation Schedule - Council engaged Morrison Low to review our depreciation levels as a part of Fit for
the Future. Council looking to action this advice as we revalue asset with estimated savings of $1.3m pa.
Electricity Contract - Savings achieved through CENTROC tendering process Electricity contract savings
totalling $25k pa.
Electricity Small Sites - Savings of $25k pa achieved by identifying sites which had not been rolled into the
large sites electricity contract already.
Insurances - Savings in Property and Public Liability premiums have been and will be achieved by increasing
excess on claims.
Cleaning Contract - Savings in the vicinity of $260k pa were made by engaging contract cleaners. This was
achieved over a period of time by not replacing staff.
Tony Luchetti Showground – Clean Up - Council has approached local sporting teams seeking their help in
cleaning up after use of the sportsground. This will reduce the need/amount of overtime for Council staff on
weekends.
Review Plant Levels - Council is currently reviewing plant and equipment levels going forward.

As indicated above, these improvement savings may be sufficient to enable Council to meet most of the Fit for
the Future benchmarks by 2021. However, these savings still require further evaluation and consideration.
Detailed actions are in the Draft Performance Improvement Plan in the next section.
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Aligned financial sustainability ratios
The review of the current Reassessment Proposal and associated LTFP
confirmed that there were some inconsistencies in FFTF benchmark ratios
and some anomalies in the formulas used to calculate some ratios.
The revised LTFP and Reassessment Proposal will correct these through
the provision of more accurate information. Regardless, there will still be
some variance between General Fund and Consolidated Fund ratios as
they draw on financial and asset information across General, Water and
Sewer Funds.
The revised documents will incorporate all FFTF benchmark ratios,
including a comprehensive analysis of all FFF ratios to ensure Council sets
a clear timeline for meeting these ratios.
Detailed actions are in the Draft Performance Improvement Plan that
follows.
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DRAFT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
PLAN
© Morrison Low

Draft Performance Improvement Plan
The Draft Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) details what Council has
done, a status on where they are currently up to and what they are
proposing to do. Following is a summary, with the full plan at Appendix C.
Task

Timeline

Status

Assess PIO and allocate resources to respond

12/12/16

Completed

Submit Initial Performance Improvement Plan to OLG

16/12/16

Completed

Develop base LTFP and initial improvement strategies

23/12/16

Completed

Submission on Proposed PIO & Draft PIP

23/12/16

Completed

Revised LTFP, Improvement strategies and FFTF benchmarks

Feb 2017

Asset Management Assessment and Revised Asset Management Plan

Feb/Mar 2017

Financial Management Review

Mar 2017

Revised Reassessment Proposal for FFTF

Mar 2017

Implement and Monitor Improvements and Actions

April 2017

Commence

Report Progress

Feb 2017

Commence
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CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
The proposed PIO is not just about recasting the LTFP. There is an
obligation on Council to understand and improve the broader
financial management governance and processes to ensure a
robust and sustainable Council into the future.
The draft PIP is key to Council becoming financial sustainable along
with embedding changes to the underlying financial management
practices that will both reinstate the financial creditability of
Council and have Council become a leader in organisational
financial management.
Council has taken an immediate and serious approach in
responding to the proposed PIO and developing a board and
detailed set of actions. Council, through the draft PIP, commits to
becoming financially sustainable and will engage and work with the
community in implementing theses actions.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
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Local Government Act 1993
Order under section 438A

I, the Minister for Local Government, issue this Performance Improvement Order to the Council
and/or persons specified in Schedule 1 to undertake the actions described in Schedule 2 within
the period specified in Schedule 2.
This Order takes effect upon service on the Council.
Dated:

The Hon Paul Toole MP
Minister for Local Government
___________________________
SCHEDULE 1
City of Lithgow Council
__________________________
SCHEDULE 2
Reasons for Order – section 438A(3)(a)
1. A failure by Council to follow the principles of sound financial management with respect
to ensuring that Council’s forecast spending is responsible and sustainable, aligning
general revenue and expenses.
I am concerned that Council may not be following the principles of sound financial
management set out in Chapter 3 section 8B(1) of the Act in relation to the exercise of its
functions.
2. Council has reported annual deficits in its financial statements over the past five (5) years
and its Long Term Financial Plan for the next ten years forecasts the deficit increasing.
I am concerned that future services will be adversely affected or disrupted due to poor
financial governance practices of the current Council.
3. The Council does not have a documented strategy to meet its forecast operating
performance ratio necessary to ensure its long term financial sustainability which does
not involve seeking approval for rate increases.
I am concerned that by not adhering to the principles of sound financial management
there are significant risks facing the council that are not being addressed.
4. IPART has determined that Council is ‘Not Fit’ following the Local Government Fit for the
Future process. The further material provided by Council to the Office does not provide
substantive evidence of strategies implemented since the IPART review to move the
Council towards long term financial sustainability.

5. The Office of Local Government has assessed the Council’s further submission against
the IPART criteria and has determined that the Council remains ‘Not Fit.’ The
reassessment process has identified that the financial sustainability ratios forecast in
Councils FFTF reassessment submission (General Fund) do not align with the ratios
forecast in Councils LTFP (Consolidated Fund).
Action required to improve performance – section 438A(3)(b)
1. That Council develop a Performance Improvement Plan that contains financial modelling
and strategies which demonstrate:
a. how Council will achieve the five year forecast Operating Performance Ratio
(OPR) set out in its reassessment proposal dated July 2016;
b. how Council will achieve the five year forecast Building Infrastructure Renewal
Ratio (BIRR) set out in its reassessment proposal dated July 2016;
c. how the Special Rate Variation proposed in the reassessment proposal will enable
Council to meet its forecast OPR and BIRR;
d. Council’s timeframe for the preparation and submission of the Special Rate
Variation application identified in its reassessment proposal dated July 2016; and
e. An alternate strategy to meet the forecast OPR and BIRR benchmarks included in
the reassessment proposal should the Special Rate Variation not be approved.
2. The Performance Improvement Plan must:
a. Specify the steps Council will take to implement the strategies identified in the
Performance Improvement Plan; and
b. Identify the person/s responsible for implementing each step/strategy.
3. If the Performance Improvement Plan is satisfactory to the Minister, the Council is to
adopt the plan and commence its implementation.
Period for compliance with Order
[Date of service]
1. Compliance report 1: Council must provide the Minister with a written report on its
compliance attaching the Performance Improvement Plan for approval within 5 weeks
from the date of service.
2. Compliance report 2: Council must provide the Minister with a written report on its
compliance with action 3 within 6 weeks of the Minister’s approval of the plan.
Evidence to be provided with the compliance reports
Compliance report 1: A copy of Council’s Performance Improvement Plan that is to be submitted
to the Minister for approval.
Compliance report 2: A copy of Council’s resolution adopting the plan.

Appendix C
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Draft Performance Improvement Plan
ID

Project Actions and Tasks

Timeline

Status

1.0

Assess PIO

Dec-16

Completed

2.0

Develop and Submit Initial Performance Improvement Plan

2.1

Review key documents

Dec-16

Completed

2.2

Develop base LTFP with some initial improvement strategies

Dec-16

Completed

2.3

Submission on the proposed Performance Improvement Order

Dec-16

Completed

2.4

Draft Performance Improvement Plan

Dec-16

Completed

3.0

Revised LTFP, Improvement strategies and FFTF benchmarks

3.1

Develop revised LTFP including scenario's - Improvements v SRV

Feb-17

3.2

Create an Improvement Plan with a range of strategies

Jan-17

3.3

Council to evaluate actions to date as part of the improvement plan

Jan-17

3.4

Incorporate improvements into revised LTFP

Jan-17

4.0

Revised Asset Management Plan

4.1

Asset valuation and useful life review

Feb-17

4.2

Review asset conditions and depreciation costs

Jan-17

4.3

Asset Management Maturity Assessment

Feb-17

4.4

Draft Revised Asset Management Plan

Mar-17

5.0

Financial Management Review

5.1

Undertake Financial Management Maturity Assessment

Feb-17

5.2

Develop Road map and specific actions for improvement

Mar-17

6.0

Revised Reassessment Proposal for FFF

6.1

Assess an incorporated revised LTFP forecasts

Mar-17

6.2

Include documented Improvement strategies

Mar-17

Draft Performance Improvement Plan
6.3

Document pathway to achieving FFF benchmark targets

Mar-17

6.4

Council endorsement of revised proposal

Mar-17

7.0

Implement and Monitor Improvements and Actions

7.1

Implement Improvement strategies

Apr-17

Implementation commenced

7.2

Implement priority actions from Financial Management Assessment

Apr-17

Implementation commenced

7.3

Implement priority actions from Asset Management Assessment

Apr-17

Implementation commenced

8.0

Report Progress

8.1

Progress reports to OLG

Feb-17

Initial report provided; Monthly reporting to OLG

8.2

Regular reports to Council and the community

Feb-17

Quarterly reports to Council and Community

